December 20, 2018

Attending: Tom, Brook, Scott, Laura, Uros, Shannon

Proposed Agenda:

1. Proposal: WG encourages LIGO (and WLCG?) to operate their own Sirtfi+ Registry so that they can proceed to address urgent needs and to provide an operational demonstration of the Registry’s function.
   a. Discussion
   b. If yes, what steps, if any, should the WG take to help them with that or to make best use of their demonstration to forward the WG’s Registry task?
2. Next meeting: Jan 3 or Jan 17?
3. Else

Brook recounted eduGAIN Steering perspective. Scott agreed that LIGO could move forward. They’d actually address two needs: Sirtfi and IdP logos, which has been what many VOs have been most concerned about addressing, ie, user discovery experience. No time frame as yet.

Brook will schedule Scott and Tom to speak with eduGAIN Steering as their 2019 schedule gets set.

Would Niels like his incubation task, which starts Jan 1 for 6 months, to help LIGO get going? Are there other things we might want Niels to consider experimenting with, eg, technology to add in the eduGAIN pipeline to enable deterministic “clash management” and composing complementary sources of attributes for a given entity, as the Sirtfi meta would be.

AI: Tom write Niels CC Scott and Brook about this.

WG decided to turn attention to the Federated Security Incident Response task while Registry matters above proceed. Tom will notify list about this and also ask if others would like to join the WG for this task. Would also be good to reach out to past participants of tabletop tests for their feedback, to complement Hannah’s excellent notes. Scott mention Greg Sleap from the Murchison Widefield Array (MWA) Telescope Project at Curtin University in Perth, Australia as one such.

We decided to meet next on January 17, 2019.

AI: Tom update WG about all this.